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Water safety will be normal again with Tank-O3

SAFE

CONVENIENCE

100% NATURAL

ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY

Operation
Tank-O3 is a small recessed system for in your watertank. Based on electrolysis
oxygen (O2) will be converted to ozone (O3). Ozone is an extremely strong
smell- and tasteless, and in our case non-hazardous oxidant. Tank-O3 ensures
that the water in the tank, but also the tank itselve, remains completely germfree. Tank-O3 kills all bacteria, viruses, fungi, spores and ensures that the tank
remains completely free of biofilm. This is a unique feature that no other
system can provide.

Benefits
Many people do not realize that the quality of the water in the watertank,
especially at higher temperatures, means a fast deterioration in quality. As a
result, water pollution, pollution of the tank and in the worst case an increased
safety risk related to legionella infection.
Tank-O3 is safe, environmentally friendly and 100% natural. Tank-O3 provides
you. At the beginning of the season rinse the tank thoroughly, you turn on the
Tank-O3 system and you are ready for the rest of the season. You still only fill
water. So you don't have to think of the regularly adding more environmentally
damaging remedies, your water and water tank remain completely clean.
Tank-03 is therefore better for you and the environment!

Assembly & Maintenance
Tank-O3 is easy to install through a convenient, technical do-it-yourselfer.
Despite that, we recommend you to install the Tank-O3 system by the dealer or
service company of your camper. They have the right tools and know-how. In
each Tank-O3 packaging is a installation instructions attached, the installation
is self-explanatory.
The system is very easy to maintain. This is because the ozone water
treatment, in addition to the entire inside of the tank, so also the top, keeps
the tank completely clean. Your tank is and remains as new without to do
something fot it!
Please note that there should always be aeration / venting to be present on the tank. This in
connection with the escape of ozone gas which is released directly into the ambient air. For
more information see frequently asked questions.

User experiences
In recent years, several customers already bought the Tank-O3 system. We
bring the system on the market after we have gained years of user experience.
During this development we have done several adjustments to the system
which has resulted in a high level of satisfaction among our users. When they
buy a new camper, these customers once again buy a new or replace the used
Tank-O3 system. Note that teh system lasts for over 10 years!!
Tank-O3 for:
Legionella prevention|
No return handling
Completely clean tank/water
Environmentally friendly
Customerprice €

399,-

